A CONSTRUCTION OF FREE ALGEBRAS AND THE PROBLEM OF EXTENSION OF ALGEjBRAS

Historical commenfts and introduction An interpretation of a theory 7^
in a theory J2 assigns, roughly speaking, terms and formulas of the language of 71 to terms and formulas of the language of 72 in such a way that a consequence of (a true sentence in T^) corresponds to a consequence of ( a 'true sentence in 7^)• For instance, if 7^ is the (equational) theory of Boolean rings, 72 is the (equational) theory of Boolean algebras, and $ is a mapping from the set of terms of 7^ to the set of terms of 72 such that $(x) = x for each variable x, $(0) = 0, $(1) = 1, *(t1+t2) = (Kt,) A (#(t2))' ) A ())' A $(t2)), $(t1»t2) =$(t1) Ai(t2) for all terms t^ t2 of 7y $((t)~1) = ($(t))' for each term t of (here + , -1, denote the operations in a Boolean ring, and v , A, ' denote the operations in a Boolean algebra), then by extending the mapping $ to equations in an obvious way we obtain an interpretation of 7^ in 7"2.
The concept of an interpretation of one theory into another was introduced by A.Tarski, A.Mostowski, R.U.Robinson [27] (cf. J.H.Shoenfield [24] ). This concept was also more or less explicitly considered for the case of equational theories (in the sense of [28] ) by W.Felscher [4] , [5] , where the related notion of rational equivalence due to A.I.Mai cev [17] (ch.p.59) has been discussed.
An interpretation 8 of a theory 7^ into a theory 7"2 defines a mapping 0* from the class JTg of models qf 72 to the class JC^ of models of 7^. It m is a model of 7 2 It appears that the mapping is a bisection, hence the class of all Boolean rings and the class of all Boolean algebras are rationaly equivalent in the sense of A.I.Liai'cev [17] .
If an interpretation Q of T^ into 72 is the inclusion of terms and equations, then the mapping Q" sends each model of J2 to its reduct in the sense of Cohn's book [2], p.220. For instance, if J2 is the equational theory of Boolean algebras, 7^ is the equational theory of distributive lattices with 0,1, then the inclusion of terms and equations of J\| into J2
(being obviously an interpretation between these theories) defines the mapping flrom the class of Boolean algebras to the class of distributive lattices with 0,1 given by
where n is a reduct of « .
The equational theories of groups and abelian groups give rise to a similar example of a mapping defined by interpretation between theories. By a generalized reduct we shall mean here the mapping between classes of models of theories defined by an interpretation between theories.
If X, and X^ are aq national classes in the sense of A.Tarski [28] (i.e. equationaly defined classes of algebras), then a generalized reduct 8 V from X^ into X^ induces a mapping 8 A from X^ into X2 sending each algebra tt of X 1 to an algebra f? A (n) = F(A)/Q in X 2 ; here A is the underlying set of it , F(A) is a free algebra generated by the set A in the class and Q is a suitable congruence (cf. J.SIomiiiski [25] , An example of the mapping between equational classes induced by a generalized reduct is the mapping sending each group to the result of its abelianization (cf.
[23]). Using another language one can say that the algebra 8* (rt) is a free algebra generated by the algebra rt = (A, ...).
The mappings induced by generalized reducts 8 V play an important role in algebra, beoause they provide in many oases a solution of the following problem of extension of algebras: does for a given algebra n in a olase Xy exist an algebra m in a class X^ such that n can be homomorphically embedded in fl v (to) (cf. A.I.Mai'cev [16] , J.L06 [18] , B.H. Neumann [20] ). J. Si omiiiski ( [25] , [26] ) showed that the problem has a positive solution for an algebra n if and only if 71 can be homomorphically embedded in 8 V (9* (t)). Using this idea he also proved in [25] that each distributive lattioe with 0,1 can be homomorphically embedded in some Boolean algebra and each semigroup can be homomorphically embedded in sjome ring.
The notions mentioned above were described in an uniform way for the case of equational classes by F.W.Lawvere in his thesis summarized in [11] , [12] . In Lawvere's approach the language of category theory is applied other related categorical approaches to universal algebra are in [1] , [3] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] , [19] , [29] . The following dictionary shows how some notions of universal algebra are translated into Lawvere 's language.
-579 - In the paper we follow the Lawvere 'a approach by giving constructions of a free algebra in an algebraic category, of left adjoint to an algebraic functor, and soma conditions for the positive solution of the problem of extension of algebras. If A is an object of a category, ¡.hen idA will denote the identity arrow for A. The opposite category of a category A will be denoted by By a .functor we mean a cov^riant functor.
denotee the category of eeta and IN denotes the full of sot w : l:. Ob ZV -[n|neNj. If X and Y are bets, then wo whali *~ite soajotiireo X^ instead of Set(Yj,X).
Th.fi symbol 2) 'ierioto« the hom-'oifunctor from At; Set; if t in an arrow of A and A is an object of A , then A (f,A; wili. 'ente the value ^(f,id,). The symbol Set^ denotes the category whose objects are eet-valued functors defined on a category A and whose arrows are natural transformations.
The notion of a colimit object of a diagram (functor) and the notion of the universal cone from a diagram to a colimit object are meant as in Mac Lane's book [15] , p.67.
2. Algebraic theories 2.1. By an algebraic theory we shall mean an ordered pair T= (2T,I) such that 1) r 1b a category and I: A/ op -T is a functor bijective on objects; the object I(n) will be denoted by [n] for each n t H and the arrow 1(3°) will be denoted by pr£ for eaoh me S*, i e m, 2) the object QofJ is a terminal object in f ; the unique arrow g: is eafl y to that if R is an algebraic congruence on T , then the pair r/R = (2T/R.I/R) is an algebraic theory, where JT/R is the quotient category and I/R is the functor given by n >--for each object n of f >--jg: g R 1(f)} for each arrow f of W op .
2.3. We shall now describe the construction of algebraio theories T [q] andF ([fl;®]-. Let £ = (fljn e N) be a family of sets with fl n n fl m = JJ for n i m and let V = {x 1 |i€H + } be a set, called the set of variables, such that x^ i Xj for i i j and V fl U 2_ = 0. We define ft -terms by inneH n duction as follows: 1) each element of V U 2Q is an ft-term, 2) if (tj i en) is a family offt-terms and cj e Q n , then the expression of the form u(t^,...,t n ) is an Q-term; we denote this Q-term by u (t^:i e n).
T(Q) will denote the set of all ft-terms. The ft-terms and the simultaneous substitution give rise to the category 2T [fl] whose objeots are ithe setsj 0,1,2,... ,n,... and whose arrows from n to m for m > 0 are families ((t^,n)|j e m), where t^ for each j « m is an 2-term such that maxjilx^ occures in tj or i = oj ^ n; we also assume that there is the unique arrow from n to 0 denoted by ! n . The composition of arrows in 2T [a] is defined by using simultaneous substitution, e.g The quotient algébralo the ary J* [q]a«= will t>e denoted by ;e] and (t,m)A>B will denote the set |(t',n)|(t , ,m)~B(t,Di)}.
3. Algebralo categories 3.1. Let T = (2T,I) be an algebraic category. By a F-algebra we shall mean an ordered pair a. = (A,G), where A is a set and GsT* -Set is a functor such that G(I(f)) = = Set(f,A) for each arrow f of the category/W , or equivalent^ y the following two conditions hold:
2) G(pr°) = Set(q^,A) for each m e i e m.
If f « F([n]f[l]
) and a function from n to A is presented in the form of (a^Ji £ n)» then we shall write sometimes G(f)•(a^|i e n) for (G(f)((a±|i € n)))(1).
3.2. Let T = (W,I) be an algebraic theory. A useful example of.a F-algebra is the V*-a{Lgebra = ( A n» G n) # where A n and 1 th ® values for ie are equal to the composition of the following functions: b«»e yfl k is given 'by Let E be a set of SI -equations (cf. 2.
3). We shall say that an Si -algebra A satisfies B (or briefly A is an («;E)-algebra) iff [tj{v) = [t] (v) for each (t,t' ) e E and each v e Set(V,A).
Let Alg(fi;E) be the category whose objects are all (fl;E)-algebras and whose arrows from an (fi;E)-algebra A = = (A,0p) to an (fl;E)-algebra A' = (A' ,0p' ) are the (1) . Let a/Q denote the set ja'e A|a' Q a| for any ^congruence Q on a f-algebra a -(A,G) and any a in A. It is easy to verify that if Q is a T-congruence on a » then the ordered pair a/Q = = (A/Q,G/Q) is a r-algebra, where A/Q is the quotient set and G/Q:
Set is the functor given by (G/Q)([n]) = Set(n,A/Q) for each n e H, ((G/Q)(f))((u(i)/Q|i e n)) = ((G(f)(u))(J)/Q|j em)
for'each f e T ([n] ,[m] ). We shall say that a/Q is a quotient T-algebra.
Moreover, the ordered triple iq = (a,h,o/Q) is an arrow from OL to OL/Q in Alg (7), where h:A-A/Q is a function given by h(a) = a/Q for each element a of A.
Let a= (A,G) and & = (B,L) be two F-algebras and let 5 = (a,g,«fr) be an arrow from OL to ¿r in Alg(7). The A.Obtulowicz, T.^wirszoz function g:A -B gives rise to the T-congruence Q^ on at defined by a a' iff g(a) = g(a').
We shall call Q^ a T -congruence induced by $ . The ordered triple v^ = (ot/Q^ • is an arrow from a/Q^ to ¿r in Alg(F), where the function r:A/Q^ --B is given by r(a/Q^) = g(a) for each a € A.
4. The construction of free ZT-algebraa 4.1. By a free F-algebra generated by a set X we mean a J-algebra ax = (AX,GX) equipped with a function ~~ such that for each J*-algebra <*= (A,G) and each function f:X -A there exists a unique arrow <p --oc in Alg(7) such that the following condition holds (a) U(y>) • = f» where U is the forgetful functor from Alg{T) to Set.
We construct a free F-algebra a^ = ( A x ,G X^ generated by a set X in the following two steps:
1° We construct the set Aj as a colimit object of the diagram l~:E*X -Set, where EH is the comma category given by the inclusion functor E:0V--Set and the set X, i.e.
Ob E»X = U Set(n,X), E»X(u,w) = {(u,h,w):w . h=u|, neN and the functor r is given by u F( [n],[l] ) for each object u:nX of E»X, (u.h.w)--F (1(h), [2] ) for each arrow (u,h,w) of E»X.
Ve shall use in this step the fact that E»X is a filtered category (cf.
[fc]), for the definition of a filtered category we refer the reader to Mac Lane's book [15} , p.207.
2° We construct the functor G^: 2T -Set as a colimit object of the dia(gram r':EJX -»-Set given by u Gn for each object u:n --X of EIX (for Gn see 3.2), (u,h,wT'--a for each arrow (u,h,w) of BJX, where oT is the natural transformation from G" to G" (n and m being the n m --domains of u and w respectivelyT given by We shall also use in this step the fact that "filtered colimits commute with finite products" in Set (cf. In) 4.2. We present the details of the construction in the step 1°. Since EH is a filtered category, we construct the colimit object A^ of T in the similar way as in [22] , p.73» subsection 9.4.2. We define A^ as the quotient set X*/~, where 
2) eaoh family ((f if u^:^ -X)/~|i e ¡n) of elements of X*/~ is equal to the family ((f^,u:n --X)/~ | i e m), where n = n^ + ... + n m , u:n --X is the unique funotion suoh that = f t for q^ given by j <--n^ + ... + n i _ 1 +j, and
We present the details of the construction in the step 2°. Since we construct G^ by using "pointwise" construction and "filtered colimits commute with finite products", we define G^ by a) G (J (a) ,V(<f) JW) for each arrow f : at in Alg(F) , Where U:Alg(F) Set is the forgetful functor (ef.3.3). This functor 2 is called an algebraic functor induoed by J.
5.2. Let J and % be the functors as in 5.1 and let 3E = (X,H) be a J-algebra. We shall construct a F-algebra x and an arrow q : x -Jd) in Alg( F') satisfying the following condition:
1) for each arrow if : x --¡f(Jr) in Alg( F') there is a unique arrow yt ix -/in Alg(F) such that 1) 9 M ° % = <p* Let P(X) = a^ = (A^.Gj) be the free F-algebra generated by the underlying set X of the F-algebra x = (X,H). We shall say that a F-congruence Q on F(X) = a^ is i -regular if the following condition holds: then ij)' = Vç ' 6 . In fact, since F(X) is a free ZT-algebra generated by the set X, hence using the fact U(tQ ) is a surjection we deduce that 5.3. Corollary.
The functor J :Alg(7T) ---Alg(2T') has a left adjoint 7 such that J (as) = x = = F(U' (x) )/Qx for each r'-algebra 3t ; besides that the components of the unit j^ of this adjunction are the arrows defined as in 5.2.
5.4. Corollary. Let ip : x W be an arrow in Alg(J'). If U'{y) is an injection, then U't^J is an injeotion.
Proof. Since U'(p) is an injection, the following proposition is true: 5.5. We shall present certain characterization of the T -congruence on P(X) = = ( A x» G x' defined for a F'-algebra x= (X,H) in 5.2.
•let a binary relation RJ on the set U(F(X)) = Az = X # /~ be define^ as follows: 
